
The following erratum/modifications are made in the order read above as follows.

1. The transferred office address of Smt. Sujatha P (PEN 472314) (Sl. No. 39) is corrected and read as KIP RB Section 3/2 Thenmala instead of KIP O&M Section 3/2 Thenmala.

2. The transferred office address of Smt. Srecjumari S (PEN 471705) (Sl No. 41) is corrected and read as Hydrology Section Kottayam in existing vacancy instead of Hydrology Section Kottayam vice Smt Ligi Pothen promoted.

The order read above is modified to this extend.

Deputy Chief Engineer

To

The persons concerned.

Copy to the Chief Engineer/Superintending Engineer/Executive Engineer/Assistant Executive Engineer/Assistant Engineer.
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